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Louis Latour 2015
95
Montrachet
Grand Cru
“Lean and focused, offering lime
blossom, acacia, lemon cake,
citronella and chalk flavors.
Reserved and a little austere on the
finish, not a bad sign for a quality
young white Burgundy. Overall, this
shows fine integration and potential.”

97

95

Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru
“Les Quatre Journaux”

Grands Echézeaux
Grand Cru

“Though packed with black currant,
blueberry and cherry fruit, this red
is wrapped up in a firm structure
today, giving an austere feel. All the
components are in the right proportion
and there’s no denying the saturated
aftertaste that echoes the core of
cherry.”

“Supple and dense, offering beautiful
cherry, mineral, earth and spice
flavors. Harmonious and superlong
in the aftertaste, lending this an air
of approachability, yet this is wellstructured and built for the long haul.”

94
Clos Vougeot
Grand Cru
“This is pure, exuding red and black
cherry, earth, mineral and subtle
woodsy notes. Dark and brooding,
with excellent balance and length.”

93
Echézeaux
Grand Cru
“This is tightly wound and linear in
profile, with concentrated flavors of
black cherry, violet, earth and tar, held
together by bright acidity and chalky
tannins.”
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Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru
“Les Petits Monts”

Gevrey-Chambertin

“Effusive, fruity aromas of black
currant, violet, earth and stone mark
this elegant, silky red. Vibrant and
firmly structured, this reveals light
hints of oak spice on the lingering
finish.”

“A tantalizing earthiness pervades this
cherry-laced red, with accents of iron
and tobacco. Powerful and dense, yet
remains fresh and long on the finish.”
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Marsannay

Mercurey

Nuits-St.-Georges

“Smoky cherry flavors and a sweet
smell of burning vine cuttings
mark this slim red. Juicy, firm and
balanced, with a lightly chewy
finish.”

“Austere yet pure. A light smoky
note adds sweetness to the cherry
and strawberry fruit in this lean red.
Reveals a chalky feel as this plays
out on the finish.”

“A taut, wiry version, with chalky
tannins fused to cherry and black
currant flavors. Accents of earth and
spice fill this out. Long finish.”

